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Pick up your copy today! Includes authentic transcriptions and easy-to-follow lessons for 85 of the most legendary beats and solos ever recorded, insight into the history and development of 9 different music styles, photographs, and an audio CD containing all the beats and solos in the book. For players of all skill levels. Drummers include:

Travis Barker
Carlton Barrett
Carter Beauford
Jason Bittner
John Bonham
Billy Cobham
Tré Cool
Stewart Copeland
Lowell “Sly” Dunbar
Jon Fishman
Mickey Hart
Topper Headon
Bill Kreutzmann
Gene Krupa
Joseph “Zigaboo” Modeliste
Keith Moon
Vinnie Paul
Neil Peart
Mike Portnoy
Buddy Rich
Max Roach
Chad Smith
John "Jabo" Starks
Ringo Starr
Clyde Stubblefield
Lars Ulrich
Dave Weckl
Tony Williams…and more!

Drum Methods, Reference and Play-Along

By Rich Lockowski
Learn to play the most legendary drum beats and solos ever recorded! This book is your essential guide to the biggest & best drummers to ever grace the instrument, the music they played, the gear they used, and the drummers that influenced them. The skills you will develop through analyzing these different genres will serve you well in all of musical styles to create a unique sound. The book contains written charts for every tune, and a play-along CD with 40 multi-stylistic tracks. A CD is included with backing tracks to practice with. For players of all skill levels.

Drumset 101
By Dave Black and Steve Houghton
Drumset 101 is a contemporary approach to playing the drums. Inside, aspiring drummers will find in-depth, easy-to-understand introductions to groove patterns, snare drum & bass drum independence, and drum fills in context. The book contains written charts for every tune, and a play-along CD with 40 multi-stylistic tracks. A CD is included with backing tracks to practice with. For players of all skill levels.

The Versatile Drummer
By Sunny Jain
The Versatile Drummer is for drummers of all ability levels looking to expand their musical knowledge and increase their skills. Drummers today are called upon to play beats from a wide range of styles and genres, so developing your versatility will help you to get more gigs. This is especially true in today’s eclectic music industry, where the most exciting new bands tend to be those who fuse a variety of musical styles to create a unique sound. The skills you will develop through analyzing these different genres will serve you well in all of your musical endeavors. This book will help you unleash your inner musician and become a flexible, adaptable, and versatile drummer.

Ultimate Play-Along Drums: Green Day
Titles: American Idiot • Basket Case • Boulevard of Broken Dreams • Brain Stew • Longview • Minority • When I Come Around. Book & CD………..$14.95 00-26322

The Total Jazz Drummer
By Sunny Jain
Start with basic lessons in grip and rhythm and end up playing solos in the styles of Elvin Jones, Tony Williams, “Philly” Joe Jones and Max Roach. Features many of the styles that make drumming so challenging yet rewarding: from second line (street beat), bossa nova, Samba, clave, mambo and salsa to Songo, Bembe, Abakwa and Calypso.

Play at First Sight
By Lalo Davila
Enjoy a unique and comprehensive approach to help improve sight-reading skills. It will strengthen your ability to recognize rhythms quickly and perform them as confidently as possible. The enclosed play-along CD incorporates a variety of musical styles and can be used with many of the exercises throughout the book.
Anniversaries!

Complete DVD and 35th Anniversary Limited Edition now Available!

Ultimate Realistic Rock Complete DVD

Featuring instruction by Carmine himself, with special guests Kenny Aronoff, John Tempesta, Vinny Appice, Bobby Rondelli, and Rick Gratton, topics include basic rock rhythms, sixteenth-note triplets, syncopation, hi-hat rhythms, shuffle rhythms, double-bass drum grooves, odd-time grooves, and linear rudiments. Also included are performances with guitar legend Pat Travers, a “you supply the drums” play-along section, and a Carmine Appice rockumentary chronicling Carmine’s celebrated career in the music business.

Complete DVD.................................$39.95 00-25717 ___

Realistic Rock 35th Anniversary Special Edition

This 35th anniversary special edition of Realistic Rock, voted among the top 25 drum books of all time by Modern Drummer magazine, brings you the material from its first edition printing in 1972, complete with original cover art and photos. Also included is an enhanced CD with audio instruction by Carmine himself, a video rockumentary chronicling Carmine’s celebrated career in the music business, plus bonus video footage of Carmine’s band Cactus playing a 2006 reunion show in New York City.

Book & ECD.................................$39.95 00-27666 ___

Alfred’s Drum Method

By Dave Black and Sandy Feldstein

Alfred’s Drum Method, Books 1 and 2 are the ideal teaching tools to help prepare beginning players for all styles of snare drum and percussion performance. The DVD includes demonstrations of all the rudiments and accessory instruments, plus solo performances by the authors.

Book only .......................$9.95 00-138 ___
Book, Pad, & Sticks ...............$39.95 00-18431 ___
Book & DVD ......................$19.95 00-23196 ___

Commandments of R&B Drumming (Special 10th Anniversary Edition)

The Commandments of R&B Drumming is a historical and in-depth study of R&B drumming, from soul to funk to hip-hop, written by world-renowned session & live drummer Zoro (Lenny Kravitz, Bobby Brown, Sean Lennon). Topics include practice tips, developing the funky bass drum and hi-hat, creating and playing with loops, and what are considered the Ten Commandments of Soul, Funk, and Hip-Hop (the top ten recordings from each era). This newly revised 10th anniversary edition features updated information and loads of new photos and album artwork throughout. It includes a play-along CD featuring various styles of R&B, and also includes an R&B history tree. “It’s a must-have for the soulful drummer.” -Traps Magazine.

Book & CD.................................$24.95 00-0110B ___

Commandments of R&B Drumming

(Special 10th Anniversary Edition)

The Commandments of R&B Drumming is a historical and in-depth study of R&B drumming, from soul to funk to hip-hop, written by world-renowned session & live drummer Zoro (Lenny Kravitz, Bobby Brown, Sean Lennon). Topics include practice tips, developing the funky bass drum and hi-hat, creating and playing with loops, and what are considered the Ten Commandments of Soul, Funk, and Hip-Hop (the top ten recordings from each era). This newly revised 10th anniversary edition features updated information and loads of new photos and album artwork throughout. It includes a play-along CD featuring various styles of R&B, and also includes an R&B history tree. “It’s a must-have for the soulful drummer.” -Traps Magazine.

Book & CD.................................$24.95 00-0110B ___

Happy 20th Anniversary!

DVDs

Simon Phillips: Complete

For the first time on DVD, and remixed (by Simon himself!) in Dolby 5.1 surround, Simon Phillips: Complete includes Simon’s groundbreaking videos Simon Phillips and Simon Phillips Returns on one disc. Included are drum demonstrations and practice techniques, two free form drum solos, new footage of Simon in the studio, and more.

DVD.................................$29.95 00-25436 ___

Billy Cobham: Live at 60

Billy Cobham: Live at 60 is a unique moment in time, staged in Paris, France to celebrate the 60th anniversary of Billy’s birth. Surrounded by his band, Culture Mix, Billy takes the viewer through a 75 minute musical experience featuring “Red Baron,” Dessicated Coconuts,” “Cuba on the Horizon,” and many others. While displaying the virtuosic drumming that Billy is known for, this DVD puts the viewer right next to Billy to share his music, his humor, and his culture as if seated behind the drums along with him. Mixed in 5.1 Surround Sound

DVD.................................$39.95 75-27935 ___

The Rhythmic Construction of a Salsa Tune, Vol. 2

Featuring Pablo “Chino” Nuñez

Play along with Chino and special guests George Delgado and Jorge Gonzalez as they move past the basic rhythms of Volume 1 and show the viewer the ins and outs of playing with other musicians. Learn how to start and finish songs, how instrument patterns and various instruments compliment one another, and watch players interact.

DVD.................................$24.95 30-LPV202D ___
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EDUTAINMENT.

THE BIGGEST NAMES IN DRUMMING BROUGHT TO LIFE. MORE THAN A LEARNING EXPERIENCE, MORE THAN MERE ENTERTAINMENT, IT’S A WHOLE NEW WAY TO EXPERIENCE YOUR FAVORITE DRUMMERS.

**Billy Ward: Voices in My Head**
Billy Ward is one of today’s most talked about drummers and clinicians. “Voices In My Head” is the much anticipated follow-up to his award-winning DVD, “Big Time.” Included is nearly three hours of insightful instruction, as well as the latest release from the Billy Ward Trio entitled “Out the Door.” Experience Billy’s unique approach to drumming as he breaks down basic Jazz technique and shares his recording, composing and collaborating methodology. Filmed in High Definition and complete with dozens of bonus features including half-speed segments, “Voices In My Head” will help you discover your true inner voice. Also includes Bonus CD, The Billy Ward Trio - Out the door.

DVD & CD...................................................$39.95  74-6DVDBWVO ___

**Alex Acuna: The Rhythm Collector**
Join Alex Acuna as he takes you on a journey from his homeland in Peru to high-profile “A” list session drummer. He also reveals his very favorite rhythms and demonstrates how they apply to drumset and any drumming vocabulary. Must-see performances with his new Jazz group featuring Abe Laborial Sr., Patrice Rushen and Gusto Almario, as well as Alternative Latin Rock group Kinky make this DVD entertaining and informative. Well over two hours of total content are filmed in High-Definition and Digital Surround.

DVD..............................................................$39.95  74-6DVDAARC ___

**The Marco Show**
Marco’s latest release is his most detailed yet. The DVD includes almost one full hour of drum solos, performance with the Marco Minnemann big band and guitar hero Mike Keneally, several play-along tracks, instructional footage, comprehensive bonus features and so much more. In all, almost 4 hours of total content, filmed in High-Definition and 5.1 surround sound. Ladies and Gentlemen, The Marco Show is not to be missed!

DVD..............................................................$39.95  74-6DVDMMSW ___

NEW!
Bozzio and Wackerman: Solos and Duets
Bonus 2-disc Set! Bozzio: Live in Concert included! Recorded live at Musician’s Institute, Hollywood, CA, “Solos & Duets” features the incredible drumming of two of today’s most exciting drum artists, Terry Bozzio (Frank Zappa, Missing Persons, Steve Vai) and Chad Wackerman (Men At Work, Frank Zappa, Allan Holdsworth). Included along with the spectacular individual and duo performances are interviews as well as the drummers’ note-perfect duet of Zappa’s infamous “Black Page #1.”
2 DVDs ......................................................$29.95 74-4DUETSDVD

Bozzio and Wackerman: Duets #2
DW DVD presents Terry Bozzio and Chad Wackerman in their much anticipated encore performance. Recorded following their sold out multi-city tour, the two drumming legends are captured via dramatic multi-angle camera views. Complete with insightful interviews and active graphics explaining their unique melodic approach to drumset, this DVD is a must for every drumming enthusiast’s video library.
DVD ......................................................$39.95 74-4DUETS2DVD

Marco Minneman: Live in LA
Drum Workshop is proud to present Marco Minnemann, one of today’s most exciting and talented young drum artists, in an exclusive music video taped live in Los Angeles, California. In addition to extensive interview footage in which he describes his approach to the drumset, Marco’s performance displays the four-limb independence and incredible drumming technique that have made him a sensation throughout Europe and the U.S.
DVD ......................................................$29.95 74-4MMLADVD

Stephen Perkins: A Drummer’s Life
For legendary Jane’s Addiction stickman Stephen Perkins, drumming is a job, an adventure and a way of life. DW captures Stephen demo-ing his hit songs, a snapshot of life on the road and his unique percussive approach to drumset—all in high-definition and 5.1 surround sound.
DVD ......................................................$39.95 74-5DLDVD

John Wackerman: Drum Duets Vol 1
This audio CD is packed with duets featuring John Wackerman and some of today’s most notable players, including: Steve Gadd, Peter Erskine, Ron Tutt, Clayton Cameron, Adrian Young, Steve Smith, Josh Freese, John Ferraro, Brooks Wackerman, Ricky Lawson, Chuck Wackerman, Alex Acuña, Gary Novak, Marc Atkinson, and Chad Wackerman.
Audio CD ..................................................$19.95 74-5JW1CD

Tony Royster Jr. Pure Energy
Tony Royster’s follow up to his hit video “Common Ground” is nothing but Pure Energy! Overhead camera angles capture every fill as Tony and band weave their way through several musical styles—from R&B to Fusion, Jazz and Rock it’s all here! Hip-Hop drumming superstar Nisan Stewart joins in as the two solo side by side, then rap about their influences and discuss the finer points of laying it down. Next, Tony breaks down his hand and foot technique, demonstrates his fluid soloing style and talks gear, all in High Definition and 5.1 Surround. Get Pure Energy and get ready to take your drumming to the next level!
DVD ......................................................$39.95 74-5PEDVD
Solo Expressions for the Beginning Percussionist

By James Campbell

Solo Expressions for the Beginning Percussionist is a sequential introduction of skills, techniques and knowledge through the performance of 40 solos for the percussionist. It begins at a novice level and gradually progresses through each solo to develop individual and ensemble skills. The play-along CDs include all solos and an introduction track for each that allows the player to experience the meter, volume, tempo and style before they begin to play.

Book & 2 CDs ............................................ $14.95 00-27718

Celestial Welcome

By Kristen Shiner McGuire

Set includes: 1 Conductor Score, 1 Glockenspiel, 1 Vibraphone, 1 Marimba, 1 Chimes (Tubular Bells), 2 Snare Drum/Tam-Tam/Suspended Cymbal, 1 Bass Drum, 1 Cymbals (Crash Cymbals/Suspended Cymbals), 1 Timpani.

Grade Level: 5 (Medium Difficult) ............... $21.95 00-25972

The Entertainer

Joplin/Arr. Jeremy Clark

Mallet quintet with optional string bass. Set includes: 1 Conductor Score, 2 Xylophone, 3 Marimba and String Bass.

Grade Level: 3 (Medium) .......................... $16.95 00-27943

Alfred congratulates Tony Cirone on his induction into the Percussive Arts Society Hall of Fame!
Patterns: Rhythm & Meter Patterns
By Gary Chaffee
Rhythm and Meter Patterns introduces the student to a wide range of rhythmic and metric possibilities, including odd rhythms, mixed meters, polyrhythms, and metric modulation.

Book & CD $24.95 00-EL03584CD
Spanish Book & CD $29.95 00-28198

Patterns: Sticking Patterns
By Gary Chaffee
Completely different from the rudiments, Gary’s system is designed specifically for drumset performance, both for creating time feels as well as for filling and soloing. Also included are sections on accented single strokes, as well as the use of double strokes on the set.

Book & CD $26.95 00-EL03585CD
Spanish Book & CD $29.95 00-28209

Patterns: Time Functioning Patterns
By Gary Chaffee
Time-Functioning Patterns includes materials dealing with rock-cymbal ostinatos, jazz independence, and the new linear phrasing concept that Gary developed.

Book & CD $25.95 00-EL03586CD
Spanish Book & CD $29.95 00-28206

Patterns: Technique Patterns
By Gary Chaffee
In Technique Patterns, the student is challenged with a variety of routines designed to increase technical facility in the hands and feet. Included are exercises on finger control, endurance, multiple-note playing, hand-foot combinations, and more.

Book & CD $24.95 00-EL03587CD
Spanish Book & CD $29.95 00-28201

All About Hand Percussion
By Kalani
Book & ECD $TBA 00-28993

World Rhythms! Arts Program presents West African Drum & Dance (A Yankadi-Macrou Celebration)
By Kalani and Ryan Camara
The rhythms and dances of Guinea, West Africa spring to life in this ground-breaking multimedia collection! More than just a drumming book, this easy-to-use method immerses teachers and students in traditional West African music, dance and culture through a step-by-step curriculum that maintains cultural authenticity.

TEACHER’S GUIDE
Book, DVD & CD $35.95 00-24451
STUDENT BOOK
Book $5.95 00-24449
CD $8.95 00-24450

Visit Alfred.com for more information as it becomes available.
You’re Serious About Your Drumming. We Are Too!

Alfred, home to the largest percussion catalog in the world, just got better with new titles for every type of drummer. Order today and start taking your playing to the next level.

Visit Alfred.com/drums to find a dealer near you.